You cannot imagine how cold it was in those days. Yet, Father covered himself with only a light blanket and prayed. I could hear him say, “Father!” and feel the different circumstances and the substance of what True Father alone knew hidden within his voice. He cried so much as he prayed. “I will realize your will at all cost one day and build a world where all people can truly live well.” With this heart, he prayed, and this is what he promised God. Hyun Shil Kang, I Cannot Forget True Father’s Praying Voice, Even Now, August 2014

Dear

At Sunday's Service, Hyung Jin Nim asked all of us to pray for the victims of the mass shooting in Las Vegas and warned that more such events in Europe and America were likely to be coming. Of course, we should pray for President Trump to be guided and protected by Heavenly Father at this time. His words regarding the shooting are worth noting. Here is a selection:

Hundreds of our fellow citizens are now mourning the sudden loss of a loved one -- a parent, a child, a brother or sister. We cannot fathom their pain. We cannot imagine their loss. To the families of the victims: We are praying for you and we are here for you, and we ask God to help see you through this very dark period.

Scripture teaches us, "The Lord is close to the brokenhearted and saves those who are crushed in spirit." We seek comfort in those words, for we know that God lives in the hearts of those who grieve. To the wounded who are now recovering in hospitals, we are praying for your full and speedy recovery, and pledge to you our support from this day forward.

In moments of tragedy and horror, America comes together as one -- and it always has. We call upon the bonds that unite us -- our faith, our family, and our shared values. We call upon the bonds of citizenship, the ties of community, and the comfort of our common humanity.

Our unity cannot be shattered by evil. Our bonds cannot be broken by violence. And though we feel such great anger at the senseless murder of our fellow citizens, it is our love that defines us today -- and always will, forever.

President Trump's whole speech regarding Las Vegas Shooting

There is a life and death battle between God's sovereignty and Satan's. Good people don't want to go looking for a fight, but if a fight is brought, they will fight back.

Jesus brings a Kingdom, but one that is radically different from previous ones. Read the Cheon Il Guk Constitution. You will see the spirit of Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and others there. Satanic kingdoms do not give their subjects crowns and "rods of iron."

All of us must face an hour of temptation, like that faced by the Han mother. Ten years ago Kook Jin Nim advised the Korean military including top generals to allow soldiers to bring their weapons home after their mandatory time of service. They would have trained their families, with the ability to immediately transform 10 million citizens with arms ready to go, like Switzerland with citizens armed and Israel which includes both young men and women, a good thing.

Hyung Jin Nim and Kook Jin Nim were the only ones in the elite class talking about self-defense. The rest were and are globalists. True Father was sending them. He developed the Vulcan Cannon. True Father saw people being murdered by the Communists. He knew the nature of totalitarianism. Why he started the Washington Times.
Koreans were lulled by a 50 year bubble of peace, but predators like China are developing aircraft carriers for a reason. Many problems now in East Asia. True Father stopped North Korea from doing nuclear tests at the time.

Clinton and others had to go through the Unification Movement to negotiate with North Korea. True Father told Kim Il Sung he must abandon "Juche" ideology and accept God. But Kim Il Sung respected him. Hyung Jin Nim was one of the few to visit North Korea immediately after Kim Jong Il passed to meet with Kim Jung Un.

The whole world is undergoing a temptation - will you choose sovereignty/ freedom or globalist socialism? When Hyung Jin Nim was chair of The Washington Times, he invited John Stossel to speak at the WT banquet. The Washington Times would have been at the center of the libertarian/freedom movement.

Everything was prepared to bring Cheon Il Guk and sovereignty culture to the world. "Let no man take thy crown." If Mother had humbled herself to God's lineage, the Kingship providence could have been spread to the world.

******

Father's Suffering Ends in Joy
by John Clark

When we think of Father's suffering life we usually think of his many prison tortures. Father is the only person I have heard of who escaped from prison by being thrown out as garbage because his experienced torturers knew he would surely die. Father was tortured by the Japanese, the North Koreans and the South Koreans. He was imprisoned in Danbury, Connecticut when he was in his sixties.

Father says his prison tortures were just tiny potatoes compared to what he went through with Hak Ja Han. In Mrs. Gil Sa Ja's book, "A Testimony to God's Word", Father is quoted on page 268 as saying that his many tortures were easy to endure compared to the suffering he experienced in raising Hak Ja Han. He even said he would have refused the messianic mission if he had known how much he would suffer with her.

(Rest of John Clark's essay)

******

The Cheon Il Guk Constitution- did you know?

The Cheon Il Guk Constitution guarantees freedom of religion for ALL of its citizens. Citizens have the right to free exercise of their faith, whether they are Unificationist, Christian, pagan, atheist, or otherwise. They are to be judged by their actions, not by the beliefs to which they hold.

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."

Constitution of the United States of Cheon Il Guk

******

I Cannot Forget True Father's Praying Voice, Even Now
Hyun Shil Kang, August 2014
In 1953, the early days of our church, True Father would often ask me to wet a handkerchief and pass it to him at three in the morning. After dipping the handkerchief in hot water and passing it to True Father, he would wipe his face with it and go to pray. I cannot forget his praying voice even now.

You cannot imagine how cold it was in those days. Yet, Father covered himself with only a light blanket and prayed. I could hear him say, "Father!" and feel the different circumstances and the substance of what True Father alone knew hidden within his voice. He cried so much as he prayed. "I will realize your will at all cost one day and build a world where all people can truly live well." With this heart, he prayed, and this is what he promised God.

He lived in an awful room that was almost collapsing within a very poor neighborhood in Daegu. A woman that sold vegetables for a living in a market, which helped her get by one day at a time, owned the house. Those were days when many others had evicted Father. Despite such circumstances, people would hear his tearful voice early in the morning saying, "Father!" He was so shook up that his voice did not come out clearly. Father would cry bitterly, saying, "Father, I had promised to achieve this by this time, and then..." in his prayer.

As I watched True Father going through all that, I often thought, "How great it would be if many talented people joined the church and worked for God's will!" In his prayer, True Father received revelations from God and Father promised, "I will follow this path." Not only did his voice contain the promise that he had made, but also his life in prison and many other things expressed this. Even now, I can still vividly hear True Father's voice, saying "Father!" with a heart containing all this background. I cannot forget how True Father would call, "Father," while getting choked up in the process and not knowing what to do during his prayers.

Memory of His Voice Strengthens Me

Later, whenever I faced a difficult situation, whenever something that was hard to bear loomed, True Father's praying voice would often play in my ears. I thought, "Think of everything that had to be done for God's will to be realized and to have the Unification Church of today." Whenever I thought of that, the feeling of increasing determination to fulfill my responsibilities at all cost would overwhelm my heart. These days, I cannot even properly walk; however, if there were a way I could restore my lost health, I would do anything I could. I feel determination. These days, I am doing all kinds of things to restore my lost health, thinking, "I should do anything to become healthier and to testify about True Father as much as I can." The only things that occupy my mind are becoming healthier and testifying about True Father within my small capacity. I do not know how much of my life remains. I hope to fulfill my responsibilities to the point that I have realize all of True Parents' expectations of me so that they are not disappointed.

The Right Time to Rest

After following True Parents for thirteen years, Father told me, "Just work for three more years and then rest for a while." However, three years passed and the fourth year was nearly over, but True Father had said nothing. So I said to him, "You told me to rest after three years; now it is almost the end of the fourth year." True Father responded, "People who have nothing to do are the most unfortunate people in the world. So as long as your health allows it, please continue to work; not only will you be happier working, but our Unification Church will improve; so let us continue to work!" With this, I could resolve the problem. Such things happened.

When following the way of God's will, one cannot advance when one is self-centered. One should be able to move with the heart desiring to have only God and True Parents within! You cannot follow this path if you try to do things by yourself. When I no longer see those talented people among the people connected with our church, I often assume, "That is because they became self-centered. Greed became their motivation. They left because they became self-centered!" Then I would think and worry a lot, "What if my heart also changes?"

May God bless you and your families!

Sincerely,

Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA
Father’s Suffering Ends in Joy

When we think of Father's suffering life we usually think of his many prison tortures. Father is the only person I have heard of who escaped from prison by being thrown out as garbage because his experienced torturers knew he would surely die. Father was tortured by the Japanese, the North Koreans and the South Koreans. He was imprisoned in Danbury, Connecticut when he was in his sixties.

Father says his prison tortures were just tiny potatoes compared to what he went through with Hak Ja Han. In Mrs. Gil Sa Ja's book, "A Testimony to God's Word", Father is quoted on page 268 as saying that his many tortures were easy to endure compared to the suffering he experienced in raising Hak Ja Han. He even said he would have refused the messianic mission if he had known how much he would suffer with her.

In 2009, Father said it was absurd to call Hak Ja Han the wife of True Parents or the wife of God because she had not yet accomplished the servant level. He also said we have no idea how audacious she was, that she lives as she pleases oblivious to heavenly law, and that she would be hunted if she tried to proclaim herself the wife of True Parents because she is a fallen woman.


If Hak Ja Han could not yet accomplish the servant level after 49 years of marriage to the messiah, she truly was a poor student. It also means that Father's 52 years of marriage to Hak Ja Han were full of incredible suffering as he unsuccessfully suffered and struggled to raise her up. The Han mother rebellion began during Father's final years on earth. He has suffered to the grave and beyond in the spirit world until the historic event on September 23, 2017.

Father cancelled the completed level Blessing, saying that the God of Night and the God of Day were fighting.

Finally Father's tremendous suffering with Hak Ja Han has ended and he has entered the Garden of Eden with a victorious True Mother Kang and his victorious Cain and Abel sons. How proud and happy Father must be with them to finally accomplish what Hak Ja Han denied him while he was on earth.

How many times have we heard Father speak? How many times have we read his speeches? I feel like a spiritual sloth because I am so slow to grow and change. Hyung Jin Nim is so frustrated sometimes because we are not preparing for the judgement time coming. If he had not shaved his head, he might be bald anyway by pulling out his hair.

True Mother Kang is a very different type of person. She responded to Father's prayer without even knowing who he was. She had never met him, seen his picture, or heard him speak one word. She didn't even know his name. After Father finished writing the Divine Principle, he prayed for God to send him Christian saints to help spread the new truth. God’s answer was to send him True Mother Kang. At 26 years old, she was certified as a living saint by the Almighty God. Then this tiny woman went out alone with only Father's prayer to plant the seeds of the Unification Church. She fulfilled Father's prayer. For 65 years, True Mother Kang has been fulfilling Father's prayers.
Never again will the God of Night and the God of Day fight.
Finally Father is entering Eden. He is liberated from the Hak Ja Han tortures. All mankind has a new way forward.
Hallelujah, Aju and Amen.
John Clark